"Just a quick note to thank everybody again for making [our daughter's]
weekend so fun. She always has the best time, and that means that now when I
have those weekends, I can relax and not worry that she is having fun. My
husband and I went to a concert, and I slept more than I have in a long
time. Most nights I'm up with [her] throughout the night, so sleep is a hot
commodity. The fact that I can sleep for six hours straight is a huge
deal. Thank you for giving me that gift."

-A Jill's House Mom

SUMMER CAMP FUN
School is out and summer has officially begun! Jill's
House is bustling with activity as our summer camp
programs have kicked off. We are excited to have
149 kids enrolled for our day camps at our Tyson's
Corner location alone. Swimming, animal therapy,
music therapy, arts and crafts are just a few things
on the fun agenda this summer.

SUMMER WEEKEND ADVENTURES
Summertime fun for
children with
intellectual disabilities
is happening all over
the nation through our
Weekend
Adventures. Most
recently, Jill's House
hosted camps at both
our Lake Arrowhead
location in California
and our Blue Ridge
location in Virginia.
Campers and trained volunteer "buddies" spend the weekend creating
great memories through tailored activities. Rock climbs, rope courses,
hayrides, talent shows, and of course s'mores, give the kids a camping

RIDE FOR JILL'S HOUSE
We are always humbled and encouraged by the diversity of people who are
compelled by the work of Jill's House. Our annual Ride for Jill's House is one of our
most inspiring (and thrilling) examples of volunteers and friends coming together
to support our families. On this past June 11th, 300 participants motorcycled 75
miles from Manassas through Middleburg and ending at Jill's House. $101,000 was
raised to support children with intellectual disabilities and their families.

A heartfelt thanks to Ride
for Jill's House committee
chair Joe Livingood and
committee
members: Mike
Cauldwell, Bud Downey,
Buzz Hefti, Jim Jensen,
Harold "Pick" Pickering,
Thomas Zedan for all your
efforts! Ride on friends!
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